NIGERIA SITUATION: NIGER Refugee Response Plan (RRRP)

FUNDING

HIGHLIGHTS

POPULATION

105,583 declared by local authorities in
Diffa region

Together with IRC protection monitoring
continues in N’Guigmi to identify protection cases.
Since the last refoulement incident no further cases
were reported.

1,400 transferred to Sayam Forage camp
2,420 transferred to Kablewa camp





Since the Prime Minister’s visit to Diffa, there are more armed escorts available for humanitarian
workers in the Eastern part of the Diffa region. However, access to Bosso is still restricted and
the south Eastern part, where only ICRC and MSF are working, remains nearly inaccessible in
Bosso/Yebi.
Food insecurity and sanitation are serious issues in the Diffa region. Needs concerning shelter
will soon become another serious issue in view of the rapidly approaching rainy season.
Registration of displaced persons from Lake Chad is ongoing in N’Guigmi with the deployment of
CNE (government entity). A total of 2,420 individuals representing 760 households have been
transferred to Kablewa on a voluntary basis.

47%*
USD 81,430,664 RRRP Financial requirements
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Regaining access to certain areas. The
security situation still prevents humanitarian actors from assisting the displaced
population.
The relocation process to Sayam Forage
refugee camp which was stopped after the
last attacks is re-starting.
Construction and/or rehabilitation of shelters in view of the upcoming rainy season.

* Funds received by UNHCR as of 29th June

Sanitary assistance continues in N’Guigmi on the
displaced site Kimegana by APBE. Also through the
funding of UNHCR, APBE is distributing essential
drugs to the displaced population in need.

The United Nations World Food Programme (WFP)
have welcomed in-kind and cash donations from
USAID (US$40 million) to support WFP’s assistance
to very poor households including more than 60,000
Nigerian refugees with life-saving food.
Care International is continuing water trucking with
a UNHCR tanker truck of 16,000 L capacity. The
extraction is done through a private forage in Sayam
to distribute 16,000 L a day in the camp. Another
tanker truck of 16,000 L capacity is set up in
Kablewa camp.

A first stock of 600 shelters was pre-positioned in
Kablewa camp by the Luxembourg Red Cross in view
of the upcoming relocation process.

Distance learning centers have re-opened and
teachers and pupils are slowly coming back. The
distance learning education program has been
suspended after the February attacks. The security
is being reinforced in those centers.

